Outstanding Greek Advisor: Sharon Richardson  
Alpha Xi Delta

Outstanding RSO Advisor: Alex Keen  
SCPAB

Outstanding Male Greek Leader: Steven Becker  
Phi Sigma Kappa

Outstanding Female Greek Leader: Brynne Obeid  
Alpha Xi Delta

Outstanding Male RSO Leader: Jonathan Ginsberg  
National Society of Minorities in Hospitality

Outstanding Female RSO Leader: Mindy Duong  
Vietnamese Student Association

Outstanding RSO Treasurer: Billy Collins  
Haven

Outstanding Overall Greek Achievement: Sigma Chi

Outstanding Overall RSO Achievement: SCPAB

Outstanding RSO Program: Chinese New Year  
Chinese Cultural Student Association

Outstanding Greek Program: Ms. Greek  
Phi Sigma Kappa

Outstanding RSO Late Night or Alternative Program: Foam Party  
American Chemical Society, DUSC, SCPAB, Mortar Board,  
Alpha Omega Epsilon, Chi Omega, Persian Club, HOLA,  
Indian Student Association, Operation Smile, Vietnamese Student  
Association

Outstanding Greek Late Night or Alternative Program: Artistic Expression  
Delta Sigma Theta
Outstanding RSO Diversity Program: Marry In Haven
Outstanding Greek Diversity Program: Hispanic Heritage Month Opening Ceremony Lambda Pi Chi
Outstanding RSO Co-Sponsored Program: Vagina Monologues Panhellenic Council, Haven, MARS, SAGE
Outstanding Greek Co-Sponsored Program: Yo Soy Latina Lambda Pi Chi & HOLA
Outstanding RSO Community Service Program: Operation Smile
Outstanding Greek Community Service Program: Black Male Leadership Conference Kappa Alpha Psi
Outstanding Greek Web Site: Alpha Xi Delta
Outstanding RSO Web Site: Chinese Cultural Student Association
Best New RSO: Vietnamese Student Association
Outstanding Sorority Chapter GPA: Gamma Sigma Sigma
Outstanding Fraternity Chapter GPA: Tau Epsilon Phi
Outstanding Greek Scholarship Program: Sigma Kappa